Using two trial wave functions for a nonlinear variational study, the ground state of the two-electron isoelectronic sequence has been investigated for a continuously variable electron-electron coupling constant k These calculations extend the analogous study of the preceding paper by including explicit angular correlation on the one hand, and extra orbital flexibility on the other hand. The results confirm the earlier conclusion that for su8iciently large positive X {corresponding to nuclear charge Z g 1) the ground-state energy penetrates into the continuum as a localized "bound" state, before terminating at a branch-point singularity.
es'(x) = -0.8O568(x* -x)' ""+ t (x) (1.5)
The function g(X) is regular at X* (or at worst very weakly singular), and is accurately determined by known coefficients. The form shown in Eq. (1.5) effectively sums the z power series to infinite order, and permits analytic continuation past the singularity at X". The result (1.5) exhibits a particularly interesting feature. As~increases from 0 toward A, *, e'(X) rises toward and penetrates into the continuum that begins at energy equal to --, ' . ' This penetration occurs at' for the relevant power series (1.4), it becomes important to be able to effect analytic continuation of 0"~(X) beyond the power-series convergence circle.
Equivalently, one seeks to specify the positions and types of the singularities of the e~"(z) throughout the complex A. plane.
As a result of concentrated numerical effort, an extensive set of precisely determined powex -series coefficients is available for the two-electron ( --V, --V2 ----+ -g(r"r,) = e (X)g(r"r,) . 
The strict cusp condition requires" " -ne/(I+a) =-, 'X, ())(r"r,) = (e "i e"2+e 8"~" '2)(1+i,e '"»). That the correlation-factor exponential decay constant c is small, and declining with A. , confirms the earlier argument that correlation is extremely important. Evidently the spatial range of angular correlation is very large, for even when one electron is moderately far from the nucleus it still polarizes the inner-core electron.
The last column in Table II To extend that former analysis to cover the present more general context, let g"~~~, g"denote the full. set of variational parameters included in a given trial wave function. The variational minimum in the corresponding energy function e"(a"~,a";X), (6.1) is a point in the (n +1)-dimensional parameter space at which
The HO results listed in Tables I and III Furthermore, Eq. (6.12) shows that a self-consistency is required between the quantities c, and k which appear in the asymptotic part of g, and the real and imaginary parts of the corresponding variationally determined energy for that g. e)y) .
1 -y r, 'e p' «' +i er, + . le(er, . ) I. j=1,2 (6.12) In this expression k is the final momentum of the ejected particle, which is determined by the amount to which &" exceeds the bottom of the continuum:
